PILOT CREDIT 2:
SITES Accredited Professional

3 points

SITES pilot credits are a group of credits not in the current version of the rating system which are designed to test new innovative strategies and/ or facilitate introduction of new credits to SITES. Pilot credits can be used in the SITES innovation credit category. These credits are awarded based on project teams attempting and achieving the credit requirements. The credits may change as feedback is received.

Intent
To demonstrate commitment and gain the understanding of site sustainability that is required by a SITES project, and to facilitate the application process for certification.

Requirement
At least one principal participant on the SITES project team must have earned and is current with the SITES Accredited Professional (SITES AP) credential.

Submittal Documentation
• Provide a narrative identifying the SITES AP and describing their role on the SITES registered project, including the reasons for becoming a SITES AP.
• Submit a copy of the SITES AP certificate of one of the principal participants.